
GOLF FEATURES   (High-  quality golf feature packages with top-class photography)

Countries  Covered:  Australia,  Austria,  Barbados,  Belgium,  Canada,  Chile,  Denmark,  Dominican 
Republic,  England,  Europe,  France,  Iceland,  Ireland,  Jamaica,  Lithuania,  Morocco,  Northern Ireland, 
Norway,  Portugal, Scotland, Spain, Sweden, USA, Various. 

For more information contact: andy_jmarshall@yahoo.co.uk

AUSTRALIA
“Golf among the grapes” (1200 words)
Victoria's Mornington Peninsula offers a vineyard haven for golfers. We head Down Under to experience golf  
among the grapes. 

“Queensland to a Tee”  (1100 plus Off-Course attractions)
Tropical North Queensland is best known for the twin natural wonders of the Great Barrier Reef and World 
Heritage Rainforest, but what are its golf courses like? 

AUSTRIA
“Alpine Pars & Spas” (1000 & 1500 words)
A new world of golf awaits you in western Austria.  Ski in the morning, play 18 holes in the afternoon, then 
indulge in a relaxing massage or bubbling spa - a golfing trip for the mind, body and soul…

BARBADOS 
“Golf & the Caribbean Spirit ” (1900 words) 
The island of Barbados, twenty-one miles by fourteen, dangles on the far-eastern tip of the Caribbean Island  
chain, a coral bump along a volcanic necklace. Long been a favourite playground for the rich and famous, 
there’s more to this tiny tropical beauty than sea, sand and sunshine. For starters there’s some top-shelf golf. 
Play the course where Tiger got married, or the 18-holes with one of the world’s best collection of Par 3s, 
then relive your round over a glass of rum -the island’s liquid gold.

BELGIUM 
“Beers & Birdies” (1700 words)
Golf and beer’ - some things in life are just meant to go together and few places combine these twin 
pleasures quite like Belgium. Brothers ANDREW & PAUL MARSHALL sink a few putts and a few brews 
on a golfing journey through the historic Flanders' region. 

CANADA
“Sea to Sky Golf” (1500 & 1800 words)
WITH NATURAL BEAUTY THAT EXTENDS FROM THE SEA TO THE SKY, THE CANADIAN PROVINCE 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA PROVIDES THE PERFECT BACKDROP FOR GOLF.

“Tee Shots & Lobster Pots” (2000 words)
After crossing the spectacular 13km Confederations Bridge we arrive on Prince Edward Island (known locally 
as PEI),  our  final  destination for  a  weeklong gourmet  golf  experience -  playing  six  of  the island’s  best 
courses,  staying in top-drawer  accommodation and sampling some of  the planet’s  finest  seafood.  Only 
280km from tip-to-tip, Canada’s tiniest province certainly packs a punch in the world of golf. Ten of PEI’s 26  
golf courses are ranked in the Top 100 courses in Canada and all are located within a 45 minutes drive of 
each other. 

CARIBBEAN
"Caribbean Greens" (1000, 1200 & 1600 words)
During the last  decade,  golf  courses have been growing in the Caribbean faster  than the island’s  lush  
tropical vegetation. From Barbados to the Bahamas, top-drawer layouts bear the stamps of noted architects 
such as Robert Trent Jones, Pete Dye and Tom Fazio. You can almost choose a golfing destination by your  



cultural preferences, and with around 50 top-quality layouts, the Caribbean presents a delightful dilemma.  
Many courses are linked to luxury resorts where you’re guaranteed the ultimate beach vacation lifestyle with  
romantic sunsets, pampered service and gourmet dining. Here’s six  of the best: 

“Caribbean Greens Trio”  (1600 words)
Golf on the Caribbean  islands of Jamaica, Barbados and the Dominican Republic. 

CHILE
“Ice Cool Golf” (750 words/Photo essay)
CHILE’S snow-covered peaks are perfect for a growing trend in extreme golf that takes those who dare to 
the Arctic Circle, inner cities and desert sands. ANDREW MARSHALL reports. In recent years, snow golf has 
become ‘cool’, as evidenced by the increasing number of tournaments and events that take place in areas 
better suited to snowshoes and skis than golf spikes. One of these is the Chivas Snow Golf Championship,  
which tees it up each year in the ski resort of La Larva, (located 50kms from Santiago de Chile) and stands 
at 2,700 meters above sea level. 

DENMARK
“Beer and Birdies in Copenhagen” (1000 & 1500 words)
ANDREW & PAUL MARSHALL sink a few putts and a few pints in and around Copenhagen. ‘Golf and 
beer’ - some things in life are just meant to go together and few places combine these twin pleasures 
quite like Copenhagen, one of Scandinavia’s liveliest and most vibrant cities. With a rich beer culture and 
over 30 courses within an hour’s drive of the city, the Danish capital is the perfect destination for a four-
day golf and pub/brewery break:   

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
"Pars and Cigars"(1800 words)
The  Dominican Republic is a superb destination for the aficionado of top-notch cigars and challenging 
tropical golf - two elements of the ‘good life’ that naturally go hand in hand.

ENGLAND
"Atlantic Golfing-Cornwall Coast" (1200 words)
A  golf  trip  that  embraces  a  cluster  of  challenging  links  courses  along  the  Atlantic  coast,  between  the 
picturesque harbor towns of St Ives and Pad stow - 46 miles of top-notch golf  with a uniquely Cornish  
seaside flavor.

“Golfing the Garden County” (1600 words)
ANDREW MARSHALL heads to the ‘Garden County’, home to the 2011 Open Championship to sample 
some of the best English golf. 

“Roast Beef & Yorkshire Putting” (1800 words plus off-course attractions)
From windswept moors, rugged coastline to verdant dales criss-crossed with limestone walls and the gritty 
Pennine district, England’s largest county cannot fail to inspire. The good news for golfers is that Yorkshire is 
also home to some of the country’s finest courses and offers a great mix of heathland, moorland, cliff-top and 
parkland tracks…

“Golfing the Castle Coast – Northumberland” (1500 words) 
A golf trip spent meandering along narrow country lanes in Northumberland, past medieval castles that perch 
on rocky headlands, into colorful fishing villages and alongside wild windswept beaches, to sample a chain of 
wonderful golf courses that remain virtually untouched by the nation’s golfers.

EUROPE
“5-Star Euro Golf’ (1000 & 1700 words)
Golfing in Europe presents a delightful dilemma.  What country and where to play? Many courses are linked 
to luxury resorts where you’re guaranteed the ultimate golf vacation lifestyle with pampered service, spa 



treatments, gourmet dining and top-quality golf. Here are five of Europe’s best 5-star golf resorts: 

“Around  Europe in 10 Courses” (1450 words)
You know you are a fan of the game when you start planning your travels around the world’s top courses 
and Europe has its fair share.  No two countries are alike with a rich variety of customs, cuisines, music,  
architecture and language. Throw in some fine scenery and some good accommodation and you have a 
perfectly packaged golf  holiday.  Here’s a half-dozen selection of  Europe’s best  golf  courses to swing a  
club…

“19  th   hole tipples” (2000 words)  
A game of golf just isn’t complete without a post round tipple at the 19 th hole. Discussing the highs and lows 
of the round, like reaching a par-5 in two or holing a snaking downhill putt from long range become legend 
over a refreshing pint of beer in the clubhouse or a wee nip of whiskey in a local  bar. Golfing brothers  
ANDREW & PAUL MARSHALL play golf in six countries and then enjoy their unique liquid refreshments…

“Around Europe in 18 Holes” (1800 words)
Every golfer has their favorite golf holes, ones that stay firmly etched in the memory long after playing. With 
this concept in mind, we travel throughout  Europe to play a composite layout made up of six par3's, six par-
4's and six par-5's from a variety of courses featuring some of the most scenic, atmospheric and challenging 
golf holes...

“European Tour' ( 2000 words) 
Rich in customs, cuisines, architecture and language, no two countries in Europe are alike. Add in some fine 
scenery, interesting off-course attractions and you have a perfectly packaged golf  trip. Book your airline 
ticket and golf base, pack your golf clubs and get ready to unleash your inner Rory McIlroy at five of these 
European locations... FRANCE- Normandy, SPAIN – Mallorca, LITHUANIA - Vilnius, SWEDEN – Stockholm, 
PORTUGAL -Oeste region, 

FRANCE
“Teeing off in Calvados & Cheese Country” (1800 words)
The Pays gauge region is known for the superior quality of its local produce - a land where some of France’s 
finest cheeses such as Camembert, are made alongside highly-prized drinks such as Calvados; a fiery apple 
brandy that has been distilled with typical French passion for more than four hundred years. This slice of 
France is also blessed with a selection of fine golf courses, and for the gourmet golfer who enjoys a tipple, 
the good news is that between tee-times, there’s ample opportunity to learn about, taste and purchase some 
of the fine local produce. 

“Golf, Châteaux & Champagnes”” (1500 words)
Around 100km from Paris in the northeast of France, is the historical province of Champagne-Ardenne, best 
known for its production of the world’s most famous sparkling wine.  But it's not just the grape that reigns 
supreme here – there’s ‘golf among the grapes’, with a collection of challenging and affordable courses for  
players of  all  abilities and some beautiful  stately  homes and châteaux to spend the night.  These three 
elements of the ‘good life’ that compliment each other, can provide a strong focus for visiting the region –
enjoy a few rounds of golf, taste the champagne and stay at the châteaux… 

“Fairway Heaven” (Gourmet Golf in Champagne – Ardenne & Normandy)(1500 & 1000 words)
No matter where you golf in France, there’s bound to be a stunning château and lashings of gourmet choices 
close by. Andrew Marshall tees off at the choicest greens of Champagne-Ardenne and Normandy.

ICELAND
“Golf & Geysers” (1800 words)
Golfing adventures don’t  come more exotic than a visit  to the north Atlantic country of Iceland. With its 
thermal springs, erupting geysers and volcanic history, it makes for some pretty special rounds of golf.



IRELAND
“Golfing the Wild Atlantic Way” (1800 words) 
Golfing brothers Andrew & Paul Marshall take a wild ride in a magical corner of the Emerald Isle to play six 
classic links ...The end of April  in the north-west of Ireland. It's the start  of our week-long golf  trip from 
Donegal to Galway along a 550 km section of the Wild Atlantic Way - a scenic coastal touring route (with a 
total length of 2,500 km) dotted with beaches, harbors, headlands, stunning viewing points and some of the 
world's best golf courses.

“Northern Links” (1500 words) 
A guide/trip to playing 6 of the best golf courses in Ireland's north ( 4 courses in Northern Ireland & 2 in 
Ireland:  Ardglass,  Portstewart,  Royal  Portrush,  Castlerock,  Ballyliffin  &  Rosapenna)  .  The  feature  also 
includes off-course attractions such as the Giant's Causeway & Bushmills whiskey distillery and places to 
stay to play the featured courses. 

"Horses for Courses” (1500 words) 
The Emerald Isle offers the twin Irish passions of golfing and horse racing set against stunning scenery and 
a warm welcome from the locals, report ANDREW MARSHALL & PAUL MARSHALL. 

“Down in One - Dublin’s Pubs & Clubs” (1890 words)
If you want to play a winning round of golf, then drink in some classic pubs afterwards, look no further than 
Dublin, says ANDREW MARSHALL, who offers his must-do “pubs and clubs.” 

“Around Ireland in 18 Courses” (2093 words)
Golf, especially links golf, comes in no greater dramatic abundance than in Ireland, and around the coastline  
the courses are spread like gems - created by nature and linked together to form a necklace of beauty. 
Adding to the golfing experience are the locals you meet at the courses, who have a tremendous gift of  
making you feel welcome and the wonderful 19th hole pubs to sink one or two pints of the black stuff while 
discussing the day’s golf.   Here, now is a journey starting north of Dublin and heading around the coast for 
18 of the Emerald Isle’s best courses…

“10 of the Best – Irish Golf Courses” (850 words)
Ten of the best…course in Ireland

“Inside the Loop - The Bagmen of Doonbeg”(1800 words- plus caddie jokes section & fact file)
Did you hear the one about the two Irish caddies standing on the first tee of a links course in County Clare?  
As they watch the drive of an American player, his ball slices severely to the left and flies out of sight into the  
dense rough. Hugh, the American’s  caddie says to his mate, “I’ll find that one Paddy no problem.” Paddy  
turns to Hugh and with a wry smile on his  face says, “If that ball was wrapped in the best Limerick ham, 
even Lassie wouldn't find it!”

“Emerald Isle Golf Gems”(1500 words)
Golf,  especially  links golf,  comes in  no greater  dramatic  abundance  than the Emerald  Isle.  Around the 
coastline the courses are spread like gems-created by nature and linked together to form a necklace of  
beauty. All the key ingredients are here - towering dunes, elevated greens, blind shots, deep pot bunkers, 
tumbling fairways, slick putting surfaces, howling winds and the taste of salt in the sea air. Some courses are  
old classics laid out by legendary designers such as Old Tom Morris, whilst others are relatively recent  
creations that still look as though they have been part of the landscape for centuries. 

“A West Side Story - An Irish Golf Tour in Pictures” ( 870 words- intro, extras, fact file and detailed photo  
captions)
In terms of grand golf tours of the world, Ireland’s wild south-west coast would be up there with the best of  
them. It’s the start of a 7-day golf odyssey for twelve guys from Montana, Colorado and Seattle with Jerry 
Quinlan’s Celtic Golf, taking in some of the best seaside layouts in County Cork, County Kerry and County 
Clare: Old Head of Kinsale, Doonbeg, Dooks, Tralee, Waterville, Lahinch and Ballybunion Old. Just uttering 



these names is enough to get the golfing juices flowing. 

JAMAICA
“Jamaican Greens” (2000 words)
The Caribbean's largest English-speaking island Jamaica, is a feast of flavours, and the familiar fare of rum, 
reggae, jerk chicken, sugary sand beaches, aquamarine waters, towering palms and cheek-caressing trade 
winds are merely the appetisers – for the avid golfer there’s top shelf golf sunny side up.

LITHUANIA
“Lithuania Golf” (1500)
Golf and attractions in and around the capital Vilnius. 

MOROCCO
“Kingdom of Golf”        (1700 words)  
Morocco is a fascinating mosaic of cultures and traditions, desert  landscapes, authentic Kasbahs,  spice 
bazaars  and  sumptuous  palaces.  For  decades  it’s  been  attracting  artists,  writers,  travellers  and  more 
recently golfers in search of the exotic. ANDREW MARSHALL & PAUL MARSHALL tee-it-up in Marrakech 
and Agadir. 

NORTHERN IRELAND
"Golf & Whiskey along the Causeway Coast” (1500 & 2000 words)
Northern Ireland’s scenic Causeway Coast offers the tempting twin pleasures of challenging links golf and 
smooth Irish whiskey. ANDREW MARSHALL & PAUL MARSHALL indulge:

NORWAY
“Norwegian Woods” (1500 words)
We tee it up on a selection of golf courses in and around the capital Oslo (includes off-course attractions &  
activities.

PORTUGAL
"Back Nines & Port Wines" (1300 words)
Shirking the more obvious golfing destinations along Portugal’s increasingly congested Algarve, the brothers 
Marshall headed instead for the more rustic surrounding of northern Portugal, and found some terrific golf 
within an hour of – you guessed it – Porto. 

“A Tasty slice of Portugal” (1600 words)
Thanks to an enviable year-round climate with plenty of sunny days,  Portugal  has always been one of  
Europe’s most popular golfing destinations and although the southern Algarve may have the lion’s share of 
the courses - for the travelling golfer looking for something a little quieter and off-the-beaten-track, the Oeste  
region north of Lisbon is an interesting option. Alongside the golf there’s plenty of off-course attractions – 
from numerous archaeological and historical sites to sparkling Atlantic beaches, enchanting coastal villages, 
excellent seafood and fine wines. 

“Pars in the Algarve” (1600 words) 
Portugal's Algarve region is blessed with some of continental Europe's finest golf courses..  
Lively coastal resorts spill over ribbons of golden sand along an Atlantic coastline punctuated by sculpted  
sandstone coves, turquoise waters and picturesque fishing villages. This is the Algarve in southern Portugal  
- the country's playground province and one of the most popular year-round holiday destinations in southern 
Europe. The Moors, who dominated the Algarve for over 500 years from 711, called it the 'Al-Gharb' or the 
Sunset Land, and during the last few decades, countless visitors and especially golfers, have been waxing 
lyrical about this colourful and laid-back coastal region. 

SCOTLAND
“Hickories, Smokies & Whiskies” (A golfer's guide to East Scotland) 



We take a journey from Aberdeen to Edinburgh to sample a selection of courses and hotels in the East of 
Scotland.  9 Places to Play, 8 Places to Stay (2000  words) From some of the world's oldest golf courses, to 
dramatic new links and heathland gems, the East of Scotland is a top destination for the travelling golfer, say 
golfing brothers Andrew & Paul Marshall.  Golf comes in no greater abundance than the East of Scotland. 
This is where the Royal and Ancient game started and every golfer wants to experience the delights and 
challenges of  Scottish  golf,  especially  the  links,  with  their  spectacular  coastal  views,  rumpled  fairways, 
undulating greens, pot bunkers and ever-present sea breezes.  Courses  like Royal Aberdeen, Montrose 
Links and Musselburgh are historic layouts where the golfing forefathers once strode the sheep-cropped turf 
with their hickory clubs,  whilst courses such as Trump International and Kingsbarns are creations in the 
modern era that still look like they have been part of the landscape since then. 

“Castles & Golf” (1800 words)
ANDREW MARSHALL & PAUL MARSHALL travel to Scotland to sample some world-class golf while being 
their own ‘Kings of the Castle.’ 

“Highlands & Islands-A Scottish Golf Journey” (1938 words)
It’s a claim that’s often made – ‘Machrihanish Old’ situated miles from anywhere on the craggy west coast of  
the Kintyre Peninsula has the best opening hole in Scottish golf. With the Atlantic Ocean pounding away to 
the left, ever-present cross winds and a long beach carry, this 436-yard par-4 is a nerve-jangling start to our  
golf journey - travelling through spectacular and remote island and mountain landscapes while playing an old 
classic, a couple of new designs and a recently discovered gem. 

“Bars & Pars of St Andrews” (1900 words)
Andrew Marshall and Paul Marshall sink some putts and pints at the ‘Home of Golf’ 

“Classic Links of Scotland” (1500 words)
From dramatic links courses steeped in history, to hidden gems and some new layouts, Scotland may just  
have everything a true golf lover could wish for, says ANDREW MARSHALL.

“Gourmet Golf Cruising” (2000 words) 
Add a unique dimension to a Scottish golf tour, and journey by barge through lochs and along the scenic 
Caledonian  Canal  .  ANDREW  MARSHALL  &  PAUL  MARSHALL  take  their  clubs  aboard  the  Scottish 
Highlander: 

“Scotland's Golf Coast” (1800 words) 
From some of the world's oldest golf courses to dramatic new layouts, the East Lothian region provides an 
inspirational  setting  for  the  travelling  golfer.  Golfing  brothers  Andrew  &  Paul  Marshall  tee  it  up  along 
Scotland's Golf Coast... 

SPAIN
“Tee Times & Tapas” (2000 words)
There’s much more to the  ‘Golden Isle’ than the beach scene. How about the historic capital of Palma, the  
picturesque mountain village of Deià, ancient castles, fantastic caves, the spectacular Serra de Tramuntana 
mountain range and a rich local  gastronomy.  In addition,  the good news for  golfers  is  that  for  its  size, 
Mallorca is well supplied with 24 quality courses and several are within chipping distance of Palma.

“Birdies in the Canaries” (1700 words)
With our important cargo of golf clubs and supplies safely stored inside our hire car in the vehicle hold below, 
it’s the beginning of a week-long Birdies in the Canaries golf trip by  ‘ car, ferry and plane’, teeing it up on  
some of the best tracks on the islands of La Gomera, Tenerife and Gran Canaria.

“The Magnifiecnt SEVEN”   (A Golfer’s Guide to Gran Canaria – 7 Places to Play, 7 Places to Stay and 7 Off   
course attractions) (1600 words) 
The quality of the island’s renowned sandy beaches is now matched with a superb collection of seven main  



18-hole golf courses, that experts rate as among the best in Spain – with layouts that not only entertain and 
challenge, but allow you to experience the island’s varied and dramatic scenery in all its glory. 

 “Costa Golf” (1,868 words) 
Spend a few days in  Spain's  Costa Brava to  discover  a region  of  world-class golf,  cultural  attractions,  
gourmet cuisine and fine wines... 

SWEDEN
"Cool Golf around Stockholm” (1200 & 1800 words)
Since the first Swedish golf club, Gothenburg, was founded in 1902 and quickly followed two years later by 
Stockholms Golf Klub, the popularity of the sport has grown dramatically.  In fact,  demand for golf  clubs 
outstrips supply with several new courses in the pipeline.

USA
“ Pars & Stripes” (1200 and 1800 words) 
Buy your airline ticket, pack your golf clubs and get ready to unleash your inner Jordan Spieth, Rory McIlroy 
or Jason Day. Here's a bucket list of ten of the best public golf courses in the USA...

“Desert Greens – LA to Las Vegas" (1000 & 2000 words)
The tougher the environment,  it  seems, the more spectacular are the golf  courses built  in it.  ANDREW 
MARSHALL hits the road from Los Angeles to Las Vegas in search of some of the best places to swing a  
club in the States. Road trips in the States don’t come more quintessential than Los Angeles to Las Vegas 
via  Death Valley.  All  the classic  imagery is  there in  abundance;  film locations,  roller-blading Californian 
blondes, lone roadside motels, highways stretching to infinity, buzzards circling cloudless skies and diner 
breakfasts. And for serious golfers, this is a true place of pilgrimage. 

Golfing Myrtle Beach (1500 words)
This is the scene. It's a hot and humid June afternoon at Myrtle Beach airport in South Carolina, and  after  
loading my golf clubs and luggage into the back of my hire car, I drive south on Hwy 17, along the  60-mile  
stretch of coastline known as the Grand Strand. Situated at the northern end, is the Vegas-like atmosphere 
of Myrtle Beach itself with its sizzling nightlife, shopping malls the size of small towns and endless giant  
billboards advertising seafood buffets,  live shows and theatre. Located only a dozen or so miles further  
south,  but  feeling  like  a  world  away  are  the  tranquil  enclaves  of  Murrells  Inlet,  Pawleys  Island  and 
Georgetown that still retain their 19th-century rhythms.  

One common denominator is that there are around 100 championship golf courses located in the Myrtle 
Beach and Grand Strand region. Greg Norman, Robert Trent Jones, Jack Nicklaus, Tom Fazio and Pete Dye 
are just a handful of big name designers who have laid out stunning tracks - some face the beautiful Atlantic  
Ocean while others line the picturesque Intracoastal Waterway. Throw in several courses that are listed as 
'America's Top 100 Courses To Play', Golf Magazine's 'No.1 Value Golf Destination' and 'No.1 Buddy Golf  
Destination', plus a great climate, excellent seafood and a plethora of outdoor activities, and its little wonder 
that Myrtle Beach is  billed as 'The Golf Capital of the World'. 

   
VARIOUS
“36 Reasons We Love Golf” (1270 words)
Golf: a sport where grown men and women use several different sticks to hit a small ball into an area with  
very short grass surrounding a small hole in the ground. Yep, that’s pretty much the gist of a pastime that’s  
been fascinating and frustrating us in equal measure for centuries. What follows are 36, (or two round’s 
worth) of reasons why we love this amazing game…

“Golf Course Styles” (890 words)
One of the wonderful aspects of golf is that wherever you play in the world, no two courses are alike.  
From the wild,  sheep-tended links of  Askernish Old in the Outer Hebrides of Scotland,  the forested 



mountainside track of Chateau Whistler in British Colombia to Nevada’s Wolf Creek set high above the  
desert floor among red-rock canyons and glistening creeks, the variety of golf courses is astounding. 

“Island Golf Escapes”(2000 words)
There is something extra special about playing golf on islands. Due to their compact size, islands are 
self-contained, easy to get around and the courses are inevitably situated right next to the coast offering  
spectacular ocean views. Travelling to these island courses is all part of the adventure; it may mean 
catching a ferry, taking a small plane or driving along twisting and narrow clifftop roads that take longer 
than expected to navigate, but it is time well spent in anticipation...
Scotland- Inner & Outer Hebrides, Spain- Canary Islands. Canada- Prince Edward Island & Vancouver  
Island. Caribbean Islands. 

“Around the British Isles in 3 shots” (1800 words) 
Every golfer loves a great par-3 and there is something magical about hitting a crisp wedge close to the 
pin  on  a  short  hole  or  a  towering  hybrid  to  the  green  on  a  long  one.  Par-3s  are  often  the  most 
picturesque holes on a course and in many cases the most difficult ones. Whether it’s an elevated tee, a  
heart-pumping  carry over a lake, a hidden green or one encircled by deep pot bunkers - it is often tricky 
to make par. What follows, are a dozen memorable par-3s throughout the British Isles – some have 
earned their reputation as original and influential holes, while others are just waiting to be played on your  
next golf trip away. 

“Planet Golf” (10 of the world's best courses) (1200 words) 
Buy your airline ticket, pack your golf clubs and get ready to unleash your inner Tiger Woods. Here's a 
fantasy golf vacation to play ten of the most spectacular golf courses from around the globe...

“Whose your caddy” (300 words photo essay) 
Photo essay of caddies from around the world with introduction and enlarged photo captions. 

"Around the UK in 18 Holes"     
A composite round of 18 holes on various courses in N.Ireland, Ireland, Wales, Scotland & England) 

“Classic Par-5s of the British Isles" (1200-1500 words)  
We travel around the British Isles to play 10 of the best par-5s

"Scandinavia to a Tee" (1500 words) 
Golf  in and around the 3 Scandinavian capitals,  Copenhagen, Oslo  & Stockholm including  off  -course 
attractions) 

"Golfing the British Isles” (6 of the best coastal golfing regions) (1800 words)
A feature about great regions for golf in the British Isles with around 200/250  words on each, with top picks 
to play: SCOTLAND - Angus Coast, WALES - North Wales , IRELAND – Causeway Coast, ENGLAND - Kent 
Coast, ENGLAND - Northumberland Coast , ENGLAND- Lancashire Coast. 

“Golf regions of England” (5 of the best)  (1500 words)
 A piece about great regions for golf in ENGLAND with about 300   words on each, with top picks to play: 
Kent Coast, Yorkshire, Northumberland Coast, Cornwall, Lancashire Coast. 

“ Top 10 -Opening & Finishing Holes in the British Isles” (1500 words) 
We take  a journey  around the  British  Isles  to  play  a  top-drawer  collection  of  memorable  opening  and 
finishing holes from various courses. 

“Golfer's Dozen -  Caribbean & USA” (2,400 words) 
Buy your airline ticket, pack your golf clubs and get ready to unleash your inner Jordan Spieth, Rory McIlroy 
or Jason Day. Here's a bucket list of some of the best courses in the Caribbean and USA...


